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Customized Craftsmanship.

The technical limits of customized 
creations are a constantly renewed 
challenge, particularly in modern ar-
chitecture. Kronimus is a key player 
in this field, combining practicality 
and design with leading-edge servi-
ces focussed on concrete technology.

Giving substance to ideas
With 40 years of experience, Kronimus 
occupies a special place in the manu-
facture of exceptional pieces.  Perfect 
creations matching the customized re-
quirements of designers: after defining 
formats, colours and surface coatings, 
our workshops transform these de-
mands into bespoke finished products. 
Exclusive fountains, sculptures and dis-
tinctive street furniture leave our work-
shops with a quality craftsman‘s finish.

76135 Karlsruhe, Germany  – PSD-Bank67158 Ellerstadt, Germany

Kronimus‘s customized products can 
be found as much in impressive crea-
tions devised by urban designers as 
in private developments. Tread steps 
are an example among others: as a 
general rule, this product requires very 
specific dimensions, with corners and 
functional recesses.

Endless possibilities, one principle: 
we demand design excellence. We 
give substance to our clients‘ aest-
hetic visions and the functionalities 
they require.

Special Kronimus pieces

From the Plan to Laying page 3

Concrete Vocation page 4

Concrete and Design page 12 

Concrete and Water page 16 

Concrete and Light page 22
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From Rough Sketches to Assembly

76530 Baden-Baden, Germany  
Working drawings 
and wooden mould for the 
“Merkur Cube”

Technical advice and
feasibility

CAD planning and 
3D visualization

Manufacture of a concrete 
product of outstanding quality

Availability of working and 
assembly drawings

Consultation of external experts 
on details

Faultless organization and 
logistics

Our services:

Planning, Production, Organization
From basic designer drawings, the 
Kronimus design office draws up the 
documents and individual working 
drawings for each project piece. De-
pending on the type of product, our 
services handle logistics organization 
entirely – from oversized loads to deli-
very with a special crane –   respecting 
the delivery dates and deadlines of the 
project manager.

Bespoke ideas require customized ma-
nufacturing. Kronimus has more than 
a decade of experience in this busi-
ness, working with a team of highly-
qualified specialists.

The quality of the concrete we make 
is outstanding and the result of this is 
a unique product. How is it made? In 
practice, an initial technical discussion 
takes place to approve the idea, which 
can be either really vague or designed 
in detail by the designer. 

From the start, skilled craftsmen, from 
theKronimus workshop, are involved in 
the production studies in order to raise 
possible technical difficulties and offer 
counter solutions. Each plan is then 
designed by the CAD office, before 
manufacture.

Photo opposite: 
Making of the “Merkur Cube”, 

an artistic exhibition of concrete elements 
at the tip of Merkur Mountain 

in Baden-Baden (Germany).
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569115 Heidelberg, Germany – Fontaine
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Concrete Vocation.

(67) Wiwersheim, France – Town Hall
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79682 Todtmoos, Germany – tiered stairs

Whether it is a question of a unique 
piece or a stairway composed of hund-
reds of customized elements, level de-
velopments give a place character. Of 
straight or curved shapes, they can be 
created in a large number of colours 
and surface structures.

In addition, water or light features can 
be included. For stairways with specific 
loads, static load studies are carried 
out by specialized design offices.

Customized Levels

70191 Stuttgart, Germany – GENO Centre 
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Customized Delimitation.

Providing structure and safety, and 
delimiting: customized pieces do not 
only add to architectural space, but 
they are often installed with a functio-
nal purpose.  The range of sizes is very 
broad: from the large block of stone of 
X length to the small boundary stone.

This wide catalogue of solutions offers 
a panel of affordable prices for all bud-
gets, particularly since certain models 
are included in the standard street fur-
niture manufacturing programme.

67158 Ellerstadt, Germany 66953 Pirmasens, Germany – Messe

67158 Ellerstadt, Germany 



9      (67) Roppenheim, France – Coffee Shop 
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Customized Street Furniture.

When it comes to benches, seats and 
other seating solutions, urban street 
furniture excels in ingenuity. Beyond 
the many current well-known shapes, 
the combination of materials repre-
sents an endless source of ideas for the 
urban planner keen on construction 
features. Kronimus will integrate addi-
tional elements such as metal, resins or 
wood (Coelan varnishing for European 
woods) on request.

(67) Roppenheim, France – “The Style Outlets”

Winner of the Sarre Design Award. Sinusoidal bench - Science Park,
66123 Saarbrücken, Germany



68526 Ladenburg, Germany – seats

11(59) Maubeuge, France – Bench-cum-flower planter, circular pieces
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Concrete and Design.

76530 Baden-Baden, Germany – Goethe square plinth
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76530 Baden-Baden, Germany – „Merkur“

Customized Art.

76530 Baden-Baden, Germany – Memorial Friederich-Ebert76275 Ettlingen, Germany –
housing estate garden

In close collaboration with artists, 
schools of architecture and towns, Kro-
nimus Workshops continuously create 
a variety of sculptures from drawings 
and free sketches.
The artists use plinths as supports for 
their work.
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It is not only about providing the 
concrete for a customized piece, but 
taking it as far as the product finish. 
Inlaying a logo, a coat of arms or a  

free text: from design to delivery, 
all the steps are in good hands with  
Kronimus.

Customized Details.

57200 Sarreguemines, France – Fire Station

65201 Wiesbaden, Germany – Laufmauer

67688 Rodenbach, Germany



1567688 Rodenbach, Germany
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1774072 Heilbronn, Germany – Bildungscampus
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Concrete and Water.

74172 Obereisesheim, Germany – Town Hall
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Customized Water Features.

  

73730 Esslingen-Zell, Germany 77797 Ohlsbach, Germany – Boerscher Platz

Water brings life and energy: Kronimus 
products call for architectural choreo-
graphy, a trickle of water, fountains, 
jets, or water features, etc. Together 
with specialists and atmosphere crea-
tors, Kronimus provides its know-how 
to create a cooling effect and bring 
movement to space.

(35) Dinard, France – Jules Verne fountain, diameter 18 m (68) Riedwihr, France – Fountain
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Customized Integration.

With their thick impermeable struc-
ture, Kronimus products last longer 
and are completely waterproof.
In the context of creations using run-
ning water, this advantage is a neces-
sity. However, the inevitable  joints 

between the various concrete elements 
must be filled to ensure longevity.  
Kronimus‘s experience in the field is in-
valuable and is based on fine projects 
already produced.

54516 Wittlich, Germany – watercourse 73760 Ostfildern–Scharnhausen, Germany – Riefernplatz

71634 Ludwigsburg, Germany – Pädagogische Hochschule



2154516 Wittlich, Germany – watercourse
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Concrete and Light.

77118 Bühl, Germany – city
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Customized Highlighting.

There is a technical solution to match 
all your requirements, including those 
placing the accent on light to drama-
tize space. Recessees are bored in the 
factory, through which electric sheaths 
can be passed inconspicuously.

Light technicians take advantage of 
these technical exploits to elegantly 
fit their lighting features, in comple-
te safety. The results are impressive, 
particularly when water and light are 
combined.

(56) Lorient, France – Roundabout

77118 Bühl, Germany – sports centre (57) Maizières, France – Kronimus‘s Garden
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Head office and 
Sales Department France
Precast concrete
Josef-Herrmann-Str. 4-6
76473 Iffezheim, Germany
Tél. +49 7229 69-0
Fax +49 7229 69-199 
info@kronimus.de

Hartheim factory
Kronimus AG
Precast concrete
Industriestraße 9
79258 Hartheim am Rhein, Germany
Tél. +49 7633 90898-0
Fax  +49 7633 90898-16
info@kronimus.de

Maizières lès Metz Factory
Kronimus S.A.S.
Precast concrete
Route de Marange
57280 Maizières-lès-Metz, France
Tél. +33 387801144
Fax  +33 387516369
contact@kronimusfrance.com

Heilbronn factory
Kronimus GmbH & Co. KG
Precast concrete
Austraße 169–173
74076 Heilbronn, Germany
Tél. +49 7131 1518-0
Fax +49 7131 1518-49 
info@kronimus.de

Exhibition area
Kronimus AG
Precast concrete
Schafhauser Straße
71106 Magstadt , 
Germany

www.kronimus.de

PÜZ BAU GmbH
Prüfen – Überwachen – Zertifizieren


